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It has the Monkeylord, that is all that needs to be said.. It won't exactly overwhelm you with the amount of content it adds,
however the new units round out the roster nicely while the new structures are really neat. Not to mention the additional
researchable upgrades, which are icing on the supreme commander cake. Also, the Infinite War battle pack
isu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665cheap so you have nothing to loose by purchasing it! Unfortunately since "Wargaming
Seattle", formerly Gas Powered Games, has been disbanded we will probably never see another Supreme Commander.. This dlc
adds some interesting new units and tech. Apart from the Cybran Monkeylord (giant Spider robot) I mostly enjoyed the new
maps. 100% worth the handful of bucks it costs.. Its ok.. Its ok.. It has the Monkeylord, that is all that needs to be said.. Its ok..
This dlc adds some interesting new units and tech. Apart from the Cybran Monkeylord (giant Spider robot) I mostly enjoyed the
new maps. 100% worth the handful of bucks it costs.. It won't exactly overwhelm you with the amount of content it adds,
however the new units round out the roster nicely while the new structures are really neat. Not to mention the additional
researchable upgrades, which are icing on the supreme commander cake. Also, the Infinite War battle pack
isu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665cheap so you have nothing to loose by purchasing it! Unfortunately since "Wargaming
Seattle", formerly Gas Powered Games, has been disbanded we will probably never see another Supreme Commander.
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